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In this paper we study symmetric designs having either a nuil or a co-null polarity. We use 
the polarity to define an incidence structure on each block of the design and then consider the 
cases where this structure is itself a symmetric design. A complete classification of all possible 
parameter sets is then obtained. 
Introduction 
A symmetric 2-(v, k, iz) design 9, is a finite point, block incidence structure 
that satisfies; 
(i) 2 points are on n > 0 blocks; 
(ii) there are k > il points on any block; 
(iii) 9 has v points and r~ blocks. 
It follows from the above that there are k blocks on any point and two blocks 
meet in A points. For a general reference, see [4]. 
A polarity of a symmetric design 9 is a permutation Q! of the points and blocks 
of 9, taking points to blocks and blocks to points, such that, for any point P and 
any block B, P E B if and only if B” e Pa. A point P is said to be absolute with 
respect o the poiariiy a if P E Pa. We shall call a polarity null if every point is 
absolute and co-null if there are no absolute points. 
A regular graph of valency a with n vertices is said to be strongly regular with 
parameters (n, a, c, cl j if there exist integers II, d such that 
(i) if P and Q azz adjacent vertices there are u vertices adjacent o both P and 
n* ICI 
(ii) if P and Q are non-adjacent vertices there are d vertices adjacent o both P 
and Q. 
We shall call a strongly regular graph trivial if a = c +- 1. It is well known that the 
parameters (n, a, c, d) of a strongly regular graph satisfv the following 121: 
I: 4(a-c-l)=(n-a-l)& - - - - 
- _ 
1 
II: 2 
( 
n - 1 =t (n - l)(d - ‘) - ~ is an integer . 
Let r be a strongly regular graph with arameters (n, a, c, c). A symmetfic 
20(n, a, c) design can be constructed from r as follows: the points 2nd blacks -z-(F: 
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labelled by the vertices of I” and a point and block are incident if and only if their 
labels are adjacent. Furthermore, the correspondemce between points and blocks 
labelled by the same vertices is a co-null polarity. Clearly, if ? sp~%?txk 
z-(52, a, c) design has a co-null polarity a, WP, can recover the graph as follows: 
the vertices are the points and P and Q are adjacent vertices if Q E Pm. 
NOW let I’ be a strongly regular graph with parameters (n, a, c, c + 2). If r is 
non-trivial, then a symmetric 2-(n, a + I, c + 2) design can be constructed from r 
as follows: the points and blocks are labelled by the vertices of r and a point and 
block are incident if and only if their labels are equal or adjacent. In this case, the 
correspondence between the points and blocks indexed by the same vertices is a 
null polarity. As above, the graph can be recovered from the design. 
Let r be a strongly regular graph and P be any vertex of K We define PP to be 
the subgraph of r consisting of the vertices adjacent o P, with the same 
adjacency as in E 
We study the four cases where r corresponds toa symmetric design and rP is 
strongly regular and corresponds to a symmetric design, for any vertex P of E 
In Section 1 we consider strongly regular graphs rwith parameters (v, k, I, A) 
such that, for some vertex P, I’ip is strongly regular with parameters (k, A, A’, A’). 
It is easily shown that k = A + 1 and ris always trivial. 
In Section 2 we consider strongly regular graphs r with parameters (v, k, i, A) 
such that, for some vertex P, rp is strongly regular with parameters (k, A, A’ - 
2, A’). We show that k = A + 1 and r is trivial or r must have parameters 
(36,X5,6,6), (64,36,20,20) or (171,120,84,84). We then construct examples of
the first two graphs; the existence of the third graph is left undecided. 
In Section 3 we consider strongly regular graphs r with parameters (v, k - 
1, A - 2, A) such that, for some vertex P, rp is strongly regular with parameters 
(k - 1, A - 2, il’ - 2, A’). In this case we show that k = il and r is trivial or two 
infinite sequences of parameters can occur. Firstly k = A + 1 and trivially ralways 
exists. Secondly k = (A + l)(A’ + 5A + 5) and A = (A + l)(A + 2) where A + 3 is 
the square of an odd integer. The existence of such graphs is left undecided. 
In Section 4 we consider strongly regular graphs r with parameters (v, k - 
I, A- 2, A) such that, for some vertex P, rp is strongly regular with parameters 
(k - 1, A - 2, A’, A’). We show that k = A and r is trivial or r must have 
parameters (35,16,6,8) or (64,35,18,20). We then construct examples of these 
two graphs. 
Finally, we note that the complement of a strongly regular graph with 
parameters (n, 5+“, c, c) is a strongly regular graph with parametehrs 
( n, a(6i - c - I) (a - cj(a - c - 1) -9 _2 (a-c)(a-c-1) 9 > . C C C 
Et follows that the complement of a graph T that corresponds to a symmetric 
design with a null l.++i* til,,._y is a graph that corresponds toa symmetric design with 
a co-null polarity. This implies that we have also studied the four cases where f
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corresponds toa symmetric design and the subgraph of F at distance 2from any 
vertex is strongly regular and corresponds toa symmetric design. 
1. Co-null over 6xb4mll 
Let P be a strongly regular graph with parameters (u, k, il, A) such that for 
some vertex P, rp is strongly regular with parameters (k, A, a’, A’). The design Y 
that corresponds to r is a symmetric 2-(v, k, A) design with a co-null polarity 1~. 
For the point, block pair P, P” we consider the incidence structure Y(P, cu) 
defined in the following way. The points of 9(P, a) are the points on P&and the 
blocks of Y(P, cu) are the intersections of the blocks of 9 on P with P? From the 
form of f& it follows that sP(P, ar) is a symmetric %(k, a, iz’) design with a 
co-null polarity. 
Pp has parameters (k, A, A’, iz’) and, applying I, we see that A’ = it@ - 1)/k - 1. 
Hence we have 
(i) k - 1 divides A(A - 1). 
Applying II to the parameters ofPi, we have 
(ii) k - A divides A(k - 1). 
Also, P has parameters (v, k, A, A) and, applying II, we have 
(iii) k - A divides k*. 
Theorem 1. Let r be a strongly regular graph with pardrneters (v, k, A, A) such 
that, for some vertex P, rp ti strongly regular with parameters (k, A, A’, A!). Kerr 
r is trivial with parameters (A + 2, A + 1, A, A). 
Roof. From (ii), k - A divides A(k - 1) and hence k - A divides k(k - 1). From 
(iii), k - il divides k2 and hence k - A divides k. From (i), k - 1 divides &% - 1) 
and hence k - 1 divides A(k - A). Since k - A divides k it follows that Ire - 1, 
divides kA and hence R - 1 divides I?. Since k > E., we must have k = A + 1 and 
then Pis trivial. B 
2. Co-nu!!l over null 
Let r he a strongly regular graph with p arameters (v, k, iz, A) such that, for 
some vertex P, rp is strongly regular with parameters (k, iz, A’ - 2, A’). The 
design 9 that corresponds to F is a symmetric 2-(v, k, A) design with a co-null 
polarity 1~. For the point, block pair P, P” we consider the incidence structure 
S’(P, (u) defined in the following way. The points of Y(P, cu) are the points on P” 
and the blocks of Y(P, ar) are the sets (B 4i P”) U {B”), with B a block of 9 o 
P. From the form of &L, it follows that gP(P, cv) is a symmetric 2-(k, il + 1, A’) 
design with a null polarity. 
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rP has parameters (k, A, a’ - 2, a’) and, applying I, we see that il’ = a(a + 
l)/(k - 1). Mence we have 
(i) k - 1 divides a(a + 1). 
Applying II to the parameters of I& we have 
(ii) il + 1 divides k(k - 1). 
Also, F has parameters (v, k, A, a) and, applying I and II, we have 
(iii) a divides k(k - 1); 
(iv) k - A is a square; 
(v) k - A divides k2. 
From (iv), we let k - A = s2, for some integer s. Then, from (v), s2 divides k2 
and hence s divides both k and A. Now let k = sx and A = sy, for some integers x 
andy.Thenk-A=(x-y)s=s2,sos=x-yandwecanwritek=JE(x-y)and 
il = y(x - y). Since k > 0, it follows that x > y. 
2.1. One of the following occurs: 
(a) k = 2, X = 1 and r is trivial; 
(b) y(x +y) =x(x -yj - 1; 
(C) k <2a. 
proof, From (i), x(x - y) - 1 divides y(x - y)(y(x - y) + 1) and, since x(x - 
y) - 1 and x - y are co-prime, it follows that x(x - y) - 1 divides y(y(x - y) + 1). 
Then x(x - y) - 1 divides y(xy(x - y) +x), which implies that x(x - y) - 1 
divides y(x + y). 
Now we let y(x + y) = z&(x - y) - 1) for some integer z and re-arranging we 
have zx2 - y(z + 1)x - (y” + z) = 0, a quadratic in x. Solving for x and noting 
thatx>y we havex= 1/2z((z + 1)y + vy2(z2 + 6z + 1) + 4~~). 
If x 3 2y, then (z” + 62 + 1)~” + 4z2 3 yz(3z - 1)2 which gives z(2y2 - 1) s 3y2. 
If also z 3 2, then y = 1 which gives z G 3. Since 5z2 + 6z i 1 is a sq’tiarc, we have 
z = 3 and x = 2. This gives k = 2 and il = 1 which is (a). 
otherwise z = 1 which is (b) or x < 2y which implies that k < 21; Cl 
Ee .2. If k <2A then k(k - 1) = mA(IZ + l), where m = 1,2 or 3. 
of. From (ii) and (iii), A + 1 dividec kf’k - 1) and A divides k(k - 1). I-Ience ------i --\ - 
A(A + 1) divides k(k - 1) and we let k(k - 1) = ml(A + l), for some integer m. 
Since k c 2A we have k(k - 1) c 2A(21- 1) c 2A(2a =+ 2) = 4%(A + 1) and hence 
=%5 _, A I#& \ =?. Cl 
Let r be a strongly regular graph with parameters (v, k, A, a) such 
that, for so@me vertex P, Pp is strongly regular with parameters (k, A, A’ - 2, A’). 
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Then one of the following occurs: 
(a) k = A + 1 and r is trivial; 
(b) k=lS, A=6; 
(c) k=36, A=20; 
(d) k=l20, A=&!. 
Proof. It follows from lemmas 2.1 and 2+2 that we have four cases to consider. 
Care 1. y(x + y) =x(x - y) - 1 
Here x2 - 2yx - (y” + 1) = 0 and x > y, so solving for x we have x = y + 
v2m. From (ii), y(x - y) + 1 divides x(x + y) and hence (y + j/2-)(2y + 
@Ti) = w(yvm -O- 1) for some integer w > 1. 
Moduio y, this shows that w is congruent o 1, so w ay + 1. Thus (y + d2m) 
(2y + vm) 3 (y + l)(yj/m + l), which gives y s 4. Since 2y’+ 1 is 8 
square, it follows that y = 2, and then x = 5, A = 6 and k = 15. ‘These values for k 
and h satisfy all of the conditions derived from I and 11, and give (b). 
Case 2. k(k - 1) = A(A + 1) 
Re-arranging we have (k-A-l)(k+A)=O and hence k=A+l. If k=A+l 
then all of the conditions derived from I and II are satisfied and we have (a). 
Case 3. k(k - 1) = 2A(A + 1) where k c 211 
Re-arranging we have (k - A)(k + A) = A2 + 2A + k. From (v), k - A divides a2 
and hence k-A divides 3A. Let 3A= I(k -A), for some integer 1. Then 
A(! + 3) = kl c 2Al and hence I> 3. Also l(k - A)(k + A) = i(A2 + 2A + k) and 
hence 3A(k + A) = l(A2 + 2A + k). Again, since k c 2A, we have l(A? + 2A + k) c 
9A2 and hence 1 c 9. 
If I= 4 then 3A = 4(k - A) and applying k(k - 1) = 2A(A + 1) we have 17A = 60, 
a contradiction. 
Ifl=5then3A=S(k - A) and applying k(k - 1) = 2A(A + 1) we have 7A = 45, a 
contradiction. 
If I= 6 then 3A--= 2k and applying k(k - 1) = 2A(A + 1) we have A = 14 and 
k = 21, but this contradicts (iv). 
If I= 8 then llli = 8k and applying k(k - 1) = 2A(A + 1) we have ?A = -216, a 
contradiction. 
Finally, if I= 7 then lOA= 7k and using k(k - 1) = 2A(A t- 1) we have A = 84 
and k = 120. These values for k and A satisfy all of the conditions derived from I 
and II and give (d). 
Case 4. k(k - 1) = 3A(X + 1) where k c 2A 
Re-arranging we have (k - I)(k + A) = 2A2 + 3A + k. From (v), k - A divides A2 
and hence k -A divides 4A. Let 4il= !(A - A), for some integer 1. Tl;cn 
A(1 + 4j = kl c 2Al and hence I> 4. Also l(k - A)(k -5 A) = l(2A2 + 3A + k) and 
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hence 4A(k -I- A) =@A2 + 3A + k). Again, since k <2A, we have 1(2a2+ 3a + 
k) < 12A2 and hence 1 < 6. 
If 1= 5 then 9A = Sk and applying k(k - 1) = 3n(n + 1) we have k = 36 and 
il = 20. These values for k and A satisfy all of the conditions derived from I and II 
and give (c). cl 
1. The examples with k = 15, A = 6 and k = 36, A = 20 can be constructed from 
orthogonal rank 3 towers, using the group O-(6,2). 
When k = 15 and A = 6, Sp is a symmetric 2- (36,15,6) design and ST, cu) IS a 
symmetric 2 - (15,7,3) design. The associated graphs have parameters 
(36,15,6,6) and (15,6,1,3), respectively. 
When k = 36 and A = 20, Sp is a symmetric 2 - (64,36,20) design and ZP(P, a) 
is a symmetric 2 - (36,21,12) design. The associated graphs have parameters 
(64,36,20,20) and (36,20,10,12), respectively. 
Let Q be a quadratic form of Witt index 2 on GF(2)% Call x and y adjacent if 
and only if Q@ + y) = 1. This defines a graph r on GF(2)6-which is strongly 
regular with parameters (64,36,20,20), and rP is strongly regular with Fara- 
meters (36,20,10,12), for any vertex P. 
The complement c of q is strongly regular with parameters (36,15,6,6) such 
that & is strongly regular with parameters (15,6,1,3), for any vertex Q. 
2. When k = 120 and A = 84, Sp is a symmetric 2 - (171,120,84) design and 
Y’(P, a) is a symmetric 2 - (l20,85,60) design. ‘?Ve do not know if designs with 
these parameters exist. 
over II 
Let r be a strongly regular graph with parameters (v, k - 1, A - 2, a) such that, 
for some vertex P, a?3 is strongly regular with parameters (k - 1, A - 2, A’ - 
2, a’). The design Sp thai corresponds to r is a symmetric 2 - (v, k, A) design with 
a null polarity cy. For the point, block pair P, P” we consider the incidence 
structure 9(P, a) defined in the following way. The points of 9(P, a) are the 
points on P” other than P and the blocks of 9(P, CY) are the sets (B n P”) - {P}, 
with B a block of Y’ on P, B # Pa. From the form of rP, it follows that S’(P, a) is 
a symmetric 2- (k - 1, a - 1, a’) design with a null polarity. 
rP has parameters (k - 1, A - 2,X - 2, a’) and, appiying I, we see that 
At = (a -= l)(a - 2)l(k - 2). Hence wf: have 
(ij k - 2 divides (a - l)(i3. - 2). 
I to the parameters of rP, we have 
0 
(ifi) 
--ajjk- iji(k -?? k P emmlm=e* 
f- 1 divides (k _ ~~~$““‘w’ 
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Also, r has parameters (v, k - 1, A - 2, A) and, applying I and II, we have 
(iv) A divides (k - l)(k - A); 
(v) k - A is a square; 
(vi) A2 divides (k - Tj2(k - A). 
Firstly, we note that, since A’ = (A - l)(A - 2)/(k - 2)$ we have A >2; other- 
wise rP is trivial. CkXljT, k = A satisfies all of the above conditions and then r is 
trivial, so we also assume k > A. 
Leta-i=(a-1, k-2)x. 
Lemma 3.1. xA(k - 2) divi&s 2(k - A)(k - a - 1). 
Proof. From (i), k - 2 divides (A - l)(A - 2), from which it follows that k - 2 
divides (k - A)(k - A - 1). From (iv), A divides (k - l)(k - A) and hence A divides 
(k - A)(k -A - 1). From (iii), A - 1 divides (k - 2)(k - A), SO A - 1 divides 
(k - G(k - A - 1). Since x divides A - 1, it follows that x divides (k - A)(k - A - 
1). 
Let m be an integer that divides both A and k - 2. Since k - 2 divides 
(A - l)(A - 2) it follows that m = 1 or 2. AIso, by definition, x and A are co-prime 
and, by (iii), x and k - 2 are co-prime. Hence xA(k - 2) divides 2(k - A)(k - A - 
1). Cl 
Following from Lemma 3.1, we let xA(k - 2)~ = 2(k - A)(k - A - 1) for some 
integer w. Next we Iet y = (A - 1, k - 2) and k - 2 = yz for some integer z. Note 
that A _ 1 = xy and that x and z are co-prime. 
From (i), yz divides xy(xy - 1) and hence z divides x(xy - 1). Since x and z are 
co-prime, z divides xy - 1. From (iv), xy + 1 divides ( yz + l)( yz + 2) and hence 
xy + 1 divides (XVZ + x)(.~yz + 2x) It follows that my + 1 divides (z - X)(Z - 2X) 
and so we let (z -x j(z - 2x) = t(xy + 1) for some integer t. Also, since z divides 
xy - 1 znd b&y + lj = (z -x)(z - 2z), z divides 2(x2 - t) and so we let 2(x2 - 
f) = uz for some integer tic. Then 2f = 2x2 - uz and, substituting for f, we have 
(b 2 - UZ)(XY + i j = 2(2 - x)~,z - 2~ j_ 
Finally, we note &at since (k - a)(& - l)/(k - 2) and k - A are both squares, 
(A - l)(k - 2) is a square. Then xy2z is a square and, since K and z are co-prime, 
x and z must be squares. 
3.2. z > 2x. 
of. We consider the incidence structure sP(P: P) obtained from F in the 
following way, where P is any vertex of F. Define the points of Y(r, P) to be the 
vertices adjacent o P and the blocks of gP(& P) to be the sets of vertices adjacent 
to both P and Q, where Q runs over all vertices at distance 2 from P. Clearly, 
sP(J”, P) has k - 1 points, (k - l)(k - A)/A blocks, A points on each block and 
k - A blocks on each point. 
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It is well known that sP(I’, P) is a 2-design if and only if rP has parameters 
(k - 1, R - 2, A’ - 2, A’) [2, p. 441. Hence 9(r, P) is in fact a 2-design. Now 
applying Fisher’s inequality we have (k - l)(k - iZ)/A 3 k - 1, which gives k a 2,L 
However k = 2A contradicts (vi) and hence k > 2A which gives z > 2x. El 
a3.3. Ifx>l thenO<uw<4. 
f. We have t(xy + 1) = (z - x)(z - 2x) where z divides both 2(x* - t) and 
xy - 1. As t divides xy - 1 we have xy - 12 z and, from Lemma 3.2, we have 
z>~,x. Hencez*>(z-x)(z-2x)=t(xy+l)>t(xy-l)atzandsor>t. 
Now if t )x2, then z divides 2(t -x2) where z > t, which impiies that 
z = 2(t -x2) and so 2t = 2x2 + z. Then (2x2 + z)(xy + 1) = 2t2 - 6x2 + 4x2 and, 
since xy + 1 3 2, it follows that xy -t- 16 22. Since z divides xy - 1 and xy + 1 < 
22, it follows that xy - 1 = z and then 2x22 + 6x2 = z(z - 2). This impiies that x 
divides z(z - 2) and, since x and z are co-prime, x divides z - 2. But xy = z + 1 
implies that x also divides z + 1 and hence x divides 3, where x is a square, so we 
must have ;r. = 1. 
If t = x2, then x”(xy + 1) = (z - x)(z - 2x) which implies that x divides z, where 
x and z are co-prime, so again n = 1. 
Hence if x > 1 we have t <x2 and then uz = 2(x2 - t) > 0 which gives u > 0. As 
r>2x, we have t>O and hence 2x2)2(x2-t)=uz. Then u(k-2)=uyz< 
2x2y = &(A - l), and since .1> 2 we have u(k - A) c u(k - 2) c &(A - 1) c ha. 
Now xA(k-2)w=2(k-A)(k-A-1) and since k-2>k-A-l we have 
xaw G 2(k - A;. &ace uaw c2u(k -a) c4~a which gives uw c4 as 
required. Cl 
wx2+4x=2z+u. 
& We have A=xy+l, k-2=yz, k-A=&-x)-t1 and xA(k-2)w= 
2(k - A)(k - A - 1) which give x&y + 1)yzw = 2(y(z -x) + l)y(z -x). 
If 2x2= uz then t = 0 which gives z =2x. In this case, since x and z are 
co-prime, we have z = 2 and x = 1. This implies that k - 2 = 2(A - 1) which 
contradicts (vi). So 2x2 - uz # 0 and z + 2x. 
Now we can substitute for xy + 1 using .xy j. 1 = 2(z - x)(z - 2x)/(2x2 - uz), 
and obtain 2xyzw(z - x)(z - 2x)/(2x2 - ut) = :ty(z - x)(y(z -x) + 1.). Clearly 
x #z and hence we have xzw(z - 2x)/(2x2 - uz j = y(z - x j + 1. Again substitut- 
ing for y we have x*(z - 2x)zw = 2z(z - xj(z - 2x) - (z - 2x)(2x2 - uzj - 2x(z - 
x)(z - 2x j, since 2x2 # uz. Finally, since z # 2x, wx” + 4x = 22 + u. El 
. A - 1 divides k - 2. 
to show that x = 1. f x>: we have WX*+~X=&+U were 
8 < uw < 4. If w = 2 then clearly 2 divides u and cc > 0, so UH’ 2 4. If u? = 0, then 
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sincek>31wehavek=A+l. Hencewehavew=landu=1,2or3,orw=3 
and u = 1. 
If w = 1 and u = 1, then x2 + 4x - 1 = 22 and using (xy + 1)(2x2 - uz) = 2(2 - 
JC)(L - 2x) we have (xy + 1)(3x - 1)(x - 1) = (x2 + 2x - 1)(x - 1)(x + 1). It 
follows that x = 1 or (xy + 1)(3x - 1) = (x + 1)(x2 + 2x - 1). If x # 1 then 3x - 1 
divides (x + 1)(x2 + 2x - 1) which implies that x = 3, a contradiction as x is a 
square. 
If w=l and u=2, then x2+4x-2=22 and then 2(xy+1)(x2-4x+2)= 
(x2 + 2x - 2)(x2 -’ 2). This implies that x2 - 4x + 2 divides 56.x - 32 and, since x is 
a square, we have x = 4 as the only solution. But then y = 19 and z = 15, which 
gives A = 77 and k = 287, which contradicts (ii). 
If w=l and u=3, then x2+4x-3=22 and then (.xy+1)(x2-12x+9)= 
(c + 3)(x - 1)(x2 - 5,. This implies that x2 - 12x + 9 divides 1704x - 1368 and, 
since x is a square, we have x = lorn=9. However,ifx=9thenxy+lcO, a 
contradiction. 
If w=3 and u=l, therr 3x2+4x-1=22 and then (xy+l)(x’-4x+1)= 
(3x2 + 2x - 1)(3x2 - 1). This implies that x2 - 4x + 1 divides 568x - 152 and, since 
x is a square, we have x = 1 or x = 4. However, if x =4 then 22 =29, a 
contradiction. El 
Theorem 3. Let 1” be a strongly regular graph with perymetei 3 (v, k - 1, A - 2, A) 
such that: -fox some vertex P, rP is strongly regular with parameters (k - 1, il - 
2, A’ - 2, A’). Then one of the following occurs: 
(a) k = A and r is trivial; 
(b) k=A+l; 
(c) k=(A+l)(n”+SA+S)andA=(A+l)(A+2) 
where (A + 3) is the square of an odd integer. 
Proof, From Lemma 3.5, A - 1 divides k - 2, so we temporarily let k - 2 = 
r(n - l), for some integer z. Then, since (a- l)(k - 2) is a square, it follows that 
z is a square, so instead we let k - 2 = r*(A - 1). 
From (i), k - 2 div%es (a - l)(A - 2) and hence z2 divides A - 2, so we iet 
a - 2 = z2A, for some integer A. Then k - 2 = z2(zzA + 1). From (ivj, A divide% 
k(k - 1) and hence z2A + 2 divides (z2(z2A + 1) + l)(z2(r2A + 1) + 2), from 
which it follows that z2A -+ 2 divides (z2 - 1)(z2 - 2). 
Now we let (2” - l)(t’ - 2) = &z2 A + 2), for some integer q. I%en z2 - 1 
divides q(A+ 2) or z2 = 1. If z2 = 1, then k = a + 1 which satisfies alI of the 
conditions derived from I and III, and gives (b). 
Let q(A + 2) = r(z2 - 1) for some integer r. Then r(z2 - l)(z2 - 2) = rq(z2A + 
2) and hence (A+ 2)(2” - 2) = r(r2A + 2). Re-arranging we have z2A(r - 1) + 
2A + 21+ 4 = 2z2, from which it follows that r = 0, 1 or 2. 
If r = 0, then z2(A + 2) = 2(A + 2), a contradiction. f r = 2, then z”( 
2A+$=Oandh~nceA=Oorl Vr=2andA=O, thenz-2, whichgivesa=2 
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and Ire = 6. Then rP has parameters (50, -2,O), a contradiction. If I = 2 and 
A7 1, then t* = 10, a contradiction. 
Finally, we have r = 1 and t* =A+3. Now A--2=z*A and herice A=(A+ 
I)@ + 2) and k = (A + l)(A* + 5A + 5). These values of k and n satisfy all of the 
conditions derived from I and II, provided that k -A = (A+ l)“(A + 3) is a 
square, and A is even. Cl 
1. If a’= a + 1 then 9’ is a symmetric 2- (k + 1, k, k - 1) design and 9’(P, cu) is 
a symmetric 2- (k - 1, k - 2, k - 3) design, both of which are trivial. 
2. If k = (A + l)(A* + SA -b 5) and A = (A + l)(A + 2) then 9 is a symmetric 
2.((A* + 5A + S)(A* + 4A + 2) + 1, (A + l)(A* + 5A + 5), (A + l)(A + 2)) design 
and cJ’(JP, --> :n CD ne-matr;n 3 a” U “J .l”..“...” - - ((A + 2)(_@ + 4A + 2): A* + 3.A + 1, A) design. 
9(P, cu) then has the parameters that occur in Cameron’s Theorem [l]; that 
A + 3 is required to be a square is the usual condition for a design to have a null 
polarity. 
We conjecture that if 9 exists then it must in fact be a Semi-Symmetric 
3-design [3], in which each block is an extended symmetric 2 - ((A + 2)(A* + 
4A + 2), A* + 3A + 1; A) design. 
4, NoU over co-null 
Let r be a strongly regular graph with parameters (v, k - 1, A - 2, A) such that, 
for some vertex P, rp is strongly regular with parameters (k - 1, A - 2, A’, A’), 
The design 9’ that corresponds to r is a symmetric 2 - (v, k, A) design with a null 
polarity (Y. For the point, block pail P, P” we consider the incidence structure 
F(P, a) defined in the following way. The points of Y(P, cu) are the points on P” 
other than P and the blocks of sP(P, a) are the sets (B n P”) - {P, B&}, where B 
is a block of 9 on aP, B # Pa. From the form of I& it follows that 9(P, (u) is a 
symmetric 2- (k - 1, L - 2, A’) design with a co-null polarity. 
r, has parameters (k - 1, 2 _ 2, ;b’, A’) and, applying I, we see that il’ = 
(rZ - 2)(n - 3)/(k - 2). Herice ix have 
(i) k - 2 divides (A - 2j(A - 3). 
Applying II to the parameters of rP, we have 
(ii) k - A + 1 divides (A - 2)(k - 2). 
Also, S has parameters (v, k - 1, A - 2, A) and, applying I and II, we have 
(iii) A divides (k - l)(k - II); 
(iv) k - A is a square; 
(v> Jr2 divides (k - A)# - I)* ’ ’ 
‘rstly, we note that, since A’ = (X - 2)(A - 3)/(k - 2), we have A > 3; other- 
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Lemma 4.1. One of the following OCCUYS~ 
(a) (A - 2)(A - 3)’ G 9(k - 2)(k - A + 1); 
(b) k c2A. 
Proof. From (i) and (ii), k - 2 and k - A + 1 both divide (A -- 2)@ - 3). Since 
(k -2) -(k 4 + 1) =A -3 and A-2 snd il-3 are co-prime, it follows that 
(k - 2)(k i_ A + 1) divides (A - 2)(A - 3)‘. Let (A A 2)(A - 3)2 = m(k - 2)(k - A + 
1), for some integer m. Then we have (A - 2)(A - 3)‘= mk(k - 1) - Am(k - 2) - 
2m. From (iii), A divides k(k - 1) and hence A divides 2(m - 9). If 1p1 G 9 then we 
have (a). 
If rp1>9, then since il divides 2m - 18, we have 2m 3 A + 18 and then 
2(a - 2)(A - 3)2 = 2m(k - 2)(k - A + 1) 2 (A + 18)(k - 2)(k - A + 1). Re-arrang- 
ing, we have 2A3 + kA2 + 19k.4 + 18k + 8A 2 k’il + 18k2 + 18a2. Now if k 3 2A, 
the% k2a + 18k2 + 18a2 2 2klh” + 36ka -e ua2 * kA* t 2P -t 19kA -i 17ka + 18a”, 
which is a contradiction, as k > 3. 0 
Next, we let (k-2, k-A+I)=x and then k-2=xy and k-A+d=xz, for 
some integers y and z. Then k = x(y - z) + 3. 
‘eernuna 4.2. Zf k c 2A, then y > 2~ OP cw of the following OCCWS: 
(a) k=A=4andristivial: 
. (b) k=36andb=2% 
Proof. k c 2a implies that xy c 2x(y - z) + 4 and hence xy > 2~2 - 4. 
If by =2xz -3 then k =2A - 1 and, applying (iii), we have A = 1 or 2, a 
contradiction. 
If xy = 2rz - 2 then k = 2A - 2 and, applying (iii), we have A = 1,2,3 or 6. 
Hence A = 6 and k = 10, which contradicts (i). 
If r#y = 2.~2 - 1 then k = 2A - 3 and, applying (iii), we have a = 4,6 or 12 and 
k = $9 or 21, respectively. However applying (I) elimisatcs these cases. 
Finally, if luy = 2~ then k = 2il- 4 and, applying (iii), we have il = 4,5, 10 or 
20 and k = 4, 6, 16 LX 36, respectively. Applying (i) and (iv) gives k = A = 4 or 
?L = 20 and k = 36; both sets of parameters atisfy all of the conditions derived 
from I and II. Cl 
It follows from Lemma 4.2 that if k < 2il we can assume that y > 22. From (i) 
and (ii), and the definition of x, we now let (A - 2)~*(y - z) = L(k - 2)(k - R + 
1), for some integer 1. 
.3, If y > 2~ &en 13 a - 3~. 
Proof. We have (;t - 2)x”(y - z)= E(k -- 2)(k - ,?, -t- 3) and adding 3x(1 - 2) to 
both sides gives (a - 2)~(~(y - Z> e 3) = I(k - 2)(k - a + lj + 3x(A - 2). Re- 
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arranging we have (A - 2)x(x@ - 2) + 3) =. Zk(k - 1) + P(2A - kil - 2) + 3Ax - 6x. 
Now, since A = x( y - z) + 3 and A divides k(k - l), il divides 2l+ 6X. 
If A = 21+ 6x then 2(xy - xz + l)(y - z) = yz(xy - xz + 3 - 6x), which gives 
xy2z + 3yz + 22 - 2xy* - 2xyz - 2y - 2xz* - xyz* = 0. Since 3yz + 22 > 2y and 
xyz > 2x2*, we have xy2z - 2xy2 - 3xyz - xyz2 < 0, which gives y(z - 2) < z(z + 
3). Now since y > 22 we must have z < 7. 
If z =6 then 4xy2- 4&ry+16y-72x+12=0 and hence 22=12<y<14, 
Then putting y = 13 gives x = 11. Similar arguments give no solutions when 
z = 1,2,3 or 5. However if z = 4 then y = i2 and x = 4 is a solution. 
If z=6, y=13 andx=li thenk=145, A=gOandif 2’4, y=12andx=4 
then k = 50, A = 35. However, both parameters ets contradict (iv). Hence A 
divides21+6xandA#21+6x, so2A~21+6x. Cl 
4.4. If y > 22 then one of the following occurs: 
(a) (A - 2)(A - 3) = l(k - 2) where k - A + I divides k - 2; 
(b) (A - 2)(A - 3) = 2!(k - 2) where k - A + 1 divides 2(k - 2). 
Proof. We have (A - 2)x2(y - z) = I(k - 2)(k - A + 1) and substituting for k and 
A gives (xy - xz + l)(y - 2) = lyz. From Lemma 4.3, we have 12 A - 3x = xy - 
xz - 3x + 3 and hence (xy - xz + l)(y -. Z) a yz(xy - xz - 3x + 3). Re-arranging 
gives xz2 + xyz* + xyz + y a xy”(z - 1) + 3~2 + z. Firstly, we assume that y 3 
22 + 2, then xy*(z - 1) axy(2z2 - 2) = 2xyt2 - 2xy and hence xz2 + xyz + 2xy + 
y axyz2 + 3yz + t. Clearly, xyz > 1st’ and 3yz > y and hence 2xyz + 2xy + y > 
xyz2 + 3yz + z > xyz* + y. So 2yz + 2y > yr2 which gives 2 = 1 or 2. 
Now, if y = 22 + 1 then 4x2* + 4x2 +x + 13 2xt3 + 6z2 + 22 which implies that 
Ifz=l thenx=k-A+l, which gives (a);whereas if 2’2, 2x=k-A+l, 
which gives (b). 0 
5. If y > 22 then one of the following occurs: 
(a) k = A and ris trivial; 
(b) (A-2)(1-3)=(4&3k-3)(k-2); 
(c) (A - 2)(A - 3) = (9 - 3k - 3)(k - 2). 
From Lemma 4.4, we have z = 1 or 2. If z = 1 then either ! = A - 3x or, 
since A divides 2l+ 6x, we have 212 3A - 6x. When 213 3A - 6x we ha.ve 
2(xy -x + l)(y - 1) “y(3x(y - 1) + 9 - 6x) which reduces to 5xy + 2x “xy’ -i 
7y + 2, which implies that 22 = 2 < y < 6. 
If y=S, then k-2=5x, k-A+l=x and &3=4x and, applying (iii), we 
have x - 1 or 2; x = 2 contradicts (i), whereas x = 1 gives k = A = 3, which is (a). 
If y = 4, then k - 2 = 4x, k - A + 1 =x and A - 3 = 3x and, applying (iii), we 
have x = 1 or 2. Again x - 2 contradicts (i) and x = 1 gives k = A = 6, which is (a). 
If y-4, then k-2=3x, k-&+1=x and A--3=2x and, appfying (iii) 9 ?ive 
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have x = 1,2 or 16; x = 2 contradicts (i), x = 16 contradicts (ivj and x = 1 gives 
k = A = 5, which is (a). 
It follows that if z = 1, then k = i3 or I = k - 3x, where x = k - iz + 1, which is 
jbj. 
If z = 2, we again have I =&3x or 21~3L-6x. When 2123&6x we have 
(xy - 2~ + l)(y - 2) ay(3xy - 12X + 9), which reduces to 4xy + 2~ axy2 + 4y + 
1, which implies that y < 5. IIowever, since y > 22 = 4, we have a contradiction. 
It follows that if z = 2, then I = a - 3x, where 2~ = k - A -t 1, which is (c). 0 
Theorem 4. Let r be a strongly regular graph with parameters (v, k - 1, A - 2, A) 
such that, for some vertex ?, rP is strongly regular with parameters (k - 1, A - 
2, A’, A’). Then one of the following occurs: 
(a) k = A and r is trivial; 
(b) k = 17, A = 8; 
(C) k =36, a =20. 
Proof. Following Lemmas 4.1 to 4.5 we have three cases to consider. 
&se 1. 
(A - 2)(A - 3) = (4A - 3k - 3)(k - 2). Re-arranging we have (k - 11)(3k - A - 
3) = 0 and hence k = A, which is (a). 
Case 2. 
(A - 2)(A - 3) = (SA - 3k - 3)(k - 2). Re-arranging we have 3k2 - k(5A + 3) + 
A(A + 5) = 0, from which it follows that A2 divides 3k2 - 5kA - 3k + 5A. Also, 
from (v), we have a2 divides k3 - 2k2 - k2A + 2kA + k - A. Applying both of these 
divisibility conditions we obtain: a2 divides A(2k2 - 4k + 2) and hence A divides 
2(k - 1)“. Now, from (iii), A divides k(k - 1) and hence A divides 2(k - 11. Since 
ASke21, we obtain k=U-I or 2k=331+2. If k=i3.+1 then k-2=il-1, 
which contradicts (1). If 2k = 3A + 2 then 2(k - 2) = 3A - 2 and applying (ij gives 
J, = 10 a_ld k = 16, but this contra&t; (iv). 
Case 3. 
(a - 2)(a - 3)2 = m(k - 2)(k - A + l), where i3. divides 2(m - 9) and m s 9. If 
m = 1, then a divides 16, which gives A = 4, 8 or 16. When A = 16, there are no 
solutions for k. If a = 4 then k = 4, which is (a). If a = 8 then k = 17 and these 
values satisfy ail of the conditions derived. from I and II, which gives (b). Similar 
arguments for M < 9 give no solutions except when m = 4, which implies 
k = a = 5, which is again (a). 
Now, if m = 9, we have (a - %)(a -. 3j’= F(k - l)(k - II + 1), which gives 
9k2 - 9k(A +- I) - A(A2 + 8il -b 3) = 0. Solving for k gives 6k = 3(E, + 1) =t (A - 
3)I/w, so 4A + 1 is a square. Hence a = j( j + 1), for some integer j, and then 
3k = j(j -4 3j - 1). 
From the quadratic in k, we see that a2 divides 9k” - 3kA - - Fk - 2% Also, from 
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(v), we have i1* divides k3 - 2k2 - k*A + 2kA + k - A. Applying both of these 
divisibility conditions we .>btain: i1* divides 12A(k - 1) and hence A divides 
12;k - 1). Nwv, s~bst~tao;.; . ~-+‘~g for j, we have j(j + 1) divides 4j(j* + 3j - 1) - 12 
and hence j = 1,2,3,4,6 or 12, and il = 6,12,20,42 or 156. 
If A = 12, then k = 17 and if A = 156, then k = 716, both ot’ which contradict 
(iv). If il = 6 then k = 6 which is again (a). Pinally, A= 20 gives k = 36, and A = 42 
gives k = 106. The first set of parameters atisfies all of the conditions derived 
from I and II. It gives (c). The second set of parameters fails to satisfy condition 
II. 0 
1. When k = 17 and A = 8, Sp is a symmetric 2 - (35,17,8) Hadamard design 
and Sa(P, cu) is a symmetric 2 - (16,6,2) design (a biplane). The associated 
graphs have parameters (35,16,6,8) and (16,6,2,2), respectively. The graph F 
with vertices the lines of PG(3,2) and a!lljacency non-intersection is strongIy 
regular with parameters (35,16,6, S), and rp is strongIy regular with parameters 
(16,6,2,2), for any vertex P. 
2. When k =36 and A =20, Sp is a symmetric 2- (64,36,20) design and 
Y(P, (w) is a symmetric 2 - (35,18,9) design (the complement of a Hadamard 
design). The associated graphs have parameters (64,35,18,20) and (35,18,9,9), 
respectively. 
The halved 7-cube C is a diameter 3 distance-regular graph with intersection 
array (7,6,5,1,2,3). The graph r with vertices the vertices of C, and two 
vertices adjacent in r whenever they are at distance 3 in C, is strongly regular 
with parameters (64,35,18,20), and rp is strongIy regular with parameters 
(35,18,9,9), for any vertex P. 
3. Both the above graphs can be constructed from orthogonal rank 3 towers, as 
in Section 2, but this time using the group 0+(6,2),, that is, using a quadratic form 
of Witt index 3. 
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